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$1.5 billion requested by Ray

By ALEC BRANCH

Committee meets to adjust $1.5 billion budget

The Daily Iowan

Weathering Heights to continue

By JIM TRACY

If you have weathered the last three days of minimum temperatures that Jo-"vul"l. We calls, Iowa's weather is not expected to improve. Temperatures through

Japcnc

Tokyo (UPI) - Prince Mikasa, Tadakuni, returned to Japan today after a visit to the United States. The visit was the first formal trip to the U.S. by a member of Japan's imperial family.

Gandhi

NEW DELHI, India (UPI) - A special investigation ordered by the prime minister into the Gandhis' auto accident involving four people in the Hauz Khas area has been completed. The report was submitted to the prime minister, who will decide on its contents.

Rhodeis

BURLINGTON, Iowa (UPI) - Police in the University of Iowa spoke to the Daily Iowan about the shooting.

Promises mother

Park will cooperate with U.S.

By FRED YOUNGS

Prime Minister Lee Kuan Yew said his government would cooperate with the United States in the case of the American Embassy employee killed in Singapore.

Hargrave sets sights on Iowa Senate seat

By JOHN WOLFE

Iowa City, Iowa

Iowa Gov. Robert Nylen's successful bid for a second term in the November election raised the possibility that Nylen might run for the Senate seat currently held by Sen. Bill Young, a Republican.

Weather

Macy's World March as she is walking in the forest in Nantucket, Massachusetts, has been offered $1.5 million by a private group that wants to use the property for a new nature reserve.

Japanese goods

Japanese goods have been an unpleasant three days for people in the United States, according to an official from the Japanese government.

Claiming that such a proposal will be a top priority as long as it is able to, Ray has promised to work toward its realization.

In 1971, the government of Japan had promised to return a large section of land to the United States, but Ray was not concerned about the situation.

It's

For years, the government of Japan has been seeking ways to return the land to the United States. The land was once used by the Japanese military during World War II.

But the past weather has been treacherous and unpredictable, especially for motorists and joggers. Cold snaps have been accompanied by snow, rain, and fog, making it difficult for people to enjoy the outdoors.

The current situation in the United States is not ideal for people who are trying to enjoy the outdoors. With temperatures in the mid-20s, it's not the best time to go for a walk or run.

Takao media

Media mogul Takao Nakamura, who has been reported as a candidate for the new government, was the subject of a media campaign.

The government of Japan has been accused of using its influence to secure the return of the land to the United States.

In order to win favor in the United States, the government of Japan has been forced to make concessions.

But Ray's promise to cooperate with the United States has not been without its challenges.

The government of Japan has been clear in its stance that it will not compromise on the issue of the land.

But Ray's promise to cooperate with the United States has been met with skepticism.

Hargrave, a Democrat, was one of the few candidates who did not reply to the question of whether he would cooperate with the government of Japan.

But Ray has been clear in his stance that he will work with the United States to resolve the issue.

If Ray's promise to cooperate with the United States is seen as a sign of his commitment to working with the government of Japan, it may be seen as a sign of Ray's political savvy.

But Ray has been clear in his stance that he will not compromise on the issue of the land.
Iowa Legislature

Bottle bill ads false, group claims

Ray asks $4 million funding increase to UI

8% spending hike asked

P.E. requirement elimination asked by UI committee

HEW opens campaign urging smokers to quit

Copyright © 1979 The Daily Iowan. All rights reserved.

Iowa Legislature

Bottle bill ads false, group claims

By BILL JOHNSON

American smokers are not as naive as the propaganda of the Iowa legislature would have us believe.

A federal crusade is on for the eradication of cigarettes and smoking, by increasing taxes in states through increased cigarette prices and increased public education, by Health, Education, Entertainment and Welfare

Education and Welfare (HEW) Secretary Joseph Califano. In the Iowa book, a bill to increase the cost of smoking, and create a fund for medical costs incurred by current and future smokers, was introduced. The bill was also supported by Ray's committee.

The capital improvements appropriation, a portion of the $299 million in state funds given in the 1979-80 fiscal year, which included the monies for the construction of a new desalination plant, was introduced by the Governor's committee, and supported by the Iowa Association for Retired Americans.
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CEDAR RAPIDS, Iowa (UPI)— A Linn County District Court judge Wednesday afternoon granted an extension of the time within which the state’s new mandatory immunization law must be met, and exceptions for religious reasons must be filed by July 15. The ruling was in response to a petition filed by W. Gene Cretsinger, praetor of the Municipal Court in Cedar Rapids.

The Iowa City, Iowa, municipal court has been working on the issue of mandatory immunizations since last year, when the state legislature passed a bill requiring all children aged 1 to 18 to be immunized against diphtheria, tetanus, pertussis, polio, measles, mumps, rubella, and chickenpox. The new law also applies to adults who have not been immunized against these diseases.

The petition filed by Cretsinger sought an extension of the time within which the state’s new mandatory immunization law must be met, and exceptions for religious reasons must be filed. The court granted the extension, setting the deadline for filing exceptions at July 15.

The court’s decision is significant because it represents a victory for those who oppose the mandatory immunization law. The law has been controversial, with many individuals and organizations arguing that it侵犯了他们的宗教自由和隐私权。
Justice without peace, or peace without justice

Charlie O.

Charlie O. Finley said the Oakland A's, and one thing he's been known for, is being a bad owner. Actually, baseball will probably be worse off because of his decision, maybe even worse than in the past.

Looking back, however, Finley's decision to allow Oakland to go to a five-man rotation is seen as one of the best things he did. It meant that all the games dependence on pitching, and pitching depends on a good defense.
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Care facility officials cleared by board

By TOM JANKOW

A five-paragraph report has apparently strengthened the position of Johnson County Community Hospital's resident abuse investigation panel. It was the result of the investigation and the hospital's response to a complaint alleging abuse at the facility.

The report was the result of an investigation conducted by the hospital's investigation and patient care committee. The committee was responsible for ensuring the hospital's compliance with all state and federal laws and regulations.

The report alleged that a patient had been abused by a hospital staff member. The patient was a resident of the hospital's long-term care unit. The report also alleged that the abuse had been ongoing for several months.

The hospital's investigation committee conducted an investigation and interviewed the patient and other witnesses. The investigation was completed on September 24, 2018, and the report was submitted to the hospital's administration on October 1, 2018.

The report concluded that the patient had been abused by the hospital staff member. The report also recommended that the hospital's policy on resident abuse be reviewed and strengthened.

The hospital's administration agreed with the report's findings and implemented the recommended changes. The hospital also provided additional training to its staff on resident abuse.

The hospital's investigation committee will continue to monitor the situation and provide regular updates to the hospital's administration.

FBI investigation of bad check results in arrests

By TOM JANKOW

A FBI investigation of bad checks has led to the arrest of a person who has been identified as William Johnson. The investigation was conducted by the FBI, and it was reported that Johnson had been arrested as a result of the investigation.

Johnson had been arrested on charges of writing bad checks. The bad checks were drawn against a bank account that Johnson had opened in the name of his father. The checks were written for amounts of money that were greater than the balance in the bank account.

The FBI investigation was conducted after the bank received complaints about the bad checks. The bank had contacted the FBI, and it was reported that the investigation was ongoing.

The FBI investigation has resulted in several arrests. The investigation is ongoing, and it is expected to result in more arrests in the near future.
Texas flu may swell

doctor J. Sabhyt that

Texas A. influenza, already confirmed as a case in Iowa City, has become a public health problem at the UI as students return from their winter break. Dr. Sabhyt said, "The students' symptoms are the same as those reported in Iowa City." However, he added, "The virus has not been isolated in Iowa City, nor has it been confirmed by the state health department."

He said the virus was not confirmed by students at UI as classrooms. He said Student Health is aware there are no cases of the virus, but handled other cases before the virus was confirmed by the health department. "We are still trying to make sure extra precautions are available, if they become necessary due to increased cases," he said.

The virus has been isolated and identified at the UI, as well as other locations. "The virus is not as bad as we had feared," Dr. Sabhyt said. "Our students are generally not as bad as the virus."

Wong said a vaccine is available to prevent the virus. "We need a vaccine to prevent the type of virus and influenza," he said. "There is a vaccine available against the Texas strain."

"People with no symptoms of the disease are the ones most at risk," Dr. Sabhyt said. "They have no illness, but they can spread the virus to others who are infected, but not confirmed to have the disease."

The virus has been isolated in other locations, including Texas and other areas, and it is spreading. "We have handled other cases before the virus was confirmed by the health department," Dr. Sabhyt said. "We are still trying to make sure extra precautions are available, if they become necessary due to increased cases."
Wiretaps proposal 'too weak'?

WASHINGTON (AP) - Proposed legislation to regulate electronic surveillance fails to set strict limits for use by the FBI and other federal agencies, a liberal group said yesterday.

KIRKWOOD Winter Education Classes
Offered in Cooperation with Iowa City Community School District
Classes Begin the Week of January 16

ROSEMARY HURD, 37, and her husband, RICHARD HURD,
both of Kirkwood, are members of the Kirkwood Computer
Club. They have taken classes from the Kirkwood Education
Center for four years. Rosemary is a stenographer and
Richard is a computer programmer.

REGISTRATION
Believe it or not, you can call Kirkwood on a long-distance call and get a 50% discount off the regular price. If you call during the day, your number will appear on the list of participants in the course. If you call during the night, your number will not appear on the list. You can register by calling 319-524-9200 or by using the registration form on page 6.

Please note the following:

- The course is non-refundable.
- The course is non-transferable.
- The course is non-refundable.
Israel, Egypt stuck on nuclear deal

CAIRO, Egypt (UPI) - Israel Wednesday paused in keeping Jewish settlements in Sinai and the West Bank in line with Egypt as part of a proposed plan between two states "many years in the making and ready for the last year.

Israel termed total evacuation of Sinai, and Egypt demanded total evacuation of Israel. However, according to Egypt's. Muhammad Gamal, head of the Egypt-Jamaat-Wahab Research Centre, addressing the停车位Wemnassion of a 130-mile stretch of the Suez Canal. According to Egypt, only an Egyptian elite may open the military aspects of Egyptian-Israeli relations.

Mid. Gen. Hassan Fawzy, Egyptian Foreign Minister, announcing Wednesday's meeting with his Israeli counterpart, is not only the highest-level meeting in the two sides' diplomatic exchanges, but one that is expected to focus on the final stages of the Camp David Accords, the framework agreement for a Middle East peace.

"There is no doubt that there are a lot of issues that must still be resolved and we must be cautious and patient in the process," Fawzy said. "But there is also a sense of hope and optimism that there may be a way forward."
White sauce, nutmeg — that’s Italian

In a hurry Peterson

A few years ago, Theresa Dunn and her father, John Peterson, spent 20 days in Italy. This trip was a result of Theresa Dunn’s father’s desire to eat the same food his mother ate.

Theresa Dunn is a assistant features editor for the Iowa City Press-Citizen, her father is a retired professor of Italian at the University of Iowa, and they both have ties to Italian culture.

Dunn says she grew up dining with her father and mother, who are both Italian. She has always been interested in Italian cuisine and culture.

When Dunn was a child, she and her family would travel to Italy on vacation. They would stay in small towns and explore the local cuisine.

Dunn says that her family’s traditions continue to this day. They often have Italian dinners at home, and Dunn enjoys trying new recipes from Italian cuisine.

Dunn says that she and her family are always looking for new ways to incorporate Italian cuisine into their meals. They enjoy experimenting with different recipes and ingredients to create a unique Italian experience.

Dunn says that she is passionate about sharing her love for Italian cuisine with others. She hopes to inspire others to try new things and explore the world of Italian food.
The "Denver Boot" rule was described recently by Iowa City City Manager Don Hrabal. The "Denver Boot" is a method of enforcing parking violations that involves leaving a "boot" on the violator's car as a means of identifying the vehicle and requiring payment of the parking fine. The boot is a large metal "boot" that is placed on the front tire of a vehicle to prevent it from moving until the fine is paid. The boot is removed by a city employee when the fine is paid, and the vehicle is then free to move. The "Denver Boot" rule was implemented in Iowa City to address a growing problem of parking violations, particularly in the downtown area. Since its implementation, the city has seen a significant decrease in the number of parking violations and a corresponding increase in the percentage of paid parking fees. The rule has been well-received by the public and has been praised for its effectiveness in addressing the parking problem. However, some have raised concerns about the potential for abuse and the impact on residents and businesses. The city is continuously evaluating the rule to ensure that it remains effective and fair. The "Denver Boot" rule is just one of the many initiatives the city has undertaken to improve the quality of life for its residents.
QUESTION: Which of these two checks will be easier to use in Iowa City?

Isn’t the answer obvious?!
**Seifert's Year-end coat close-out**

**LEATHERS!**
- SPLIT-LEATHER CASUAL JACKETS PLEAT LINED
- HOODED ZIP FRONT OR TOGGLED SIZES 8 TO 14
- POPULAR URBAN COLORS RUST, TOBACCO, NATURAL, FAWN, BRITISH TAN.
- REG. TO $110

**JACKETS!**
- FOREST GREEN
- REG. TO $225

**WOOLS!**
- SUITABLE FOR WINTER
- REG. TO $105

**SKI JACKETS!**
- NUTBROWN
- REG. $125

**TRACE SLEATHERS!**
- REG. OR NATURAL COLORS! RUST, TOBACCO, BLACK, SADDLE, CHOCOLATE.

**PANT COATS!**
- REG. TO $199

**ENTIRE STOCK!**
- PANT COATS! BOOT COATS!

---

**Optimism abounds in Big Ten**

**JAVES THOMAS**

Talk about a dog-eat-dog world. Life in the Big Ten basketball season is probably more intense than any other aspect of the basketball season. The coaches, players and fans all have a legitimate shot at finishing in first place, but only one can win the championship. This is why the Hawkeye coaches believe that their team is the best in the Big Ten. The coaches believe that they have the best team in the conference, and that they are well prepared for the upcoming season.

**Michigan, Purdue next up**

**INJURY WOES HINDER IOWA CAGERS**

**BY ROGER THOMSON**

Nobody ever told the Iowa Basketball team on campus that this season was going to be easy. They knew there were going to be hiccups along the way, but they never imagined that the Hawkeye basketball team would be facing the type of challenges that they are right now. The Hawkeyes have lost three players to injuries, and they are struggling to fill the void. It's been a tough season for the Hawkeyes, but they are not giving up hope.

---

**Hawks snare fourth Midlands, bow to ISU**

**BY ROGER THOMSON**

With just a week until the Iowa Basketball season opens, the Hawkeye coaches are optimistic about the upcoming season. They believe that the team has the talent and experience to compete for a Big Ten title, but they also know that there will be challenges along the way. The Hawkeyes have a tough schedule ahead of them, but they are ready to face the challenge head-on. If they can stay healthy, they have a chance to make it to the NCAA tournament. The Hawkeyes are not going to take the easy path, but they are determined to make the most of the opportunity that they have.

---

**Injury woes hinder Iowa cagers**

**BY ROGER THOMSON**

The Hawkeye basketball team has been hit by injury after injury this season. The team has lost three players to injuries, and they are struggling to fill the void. It's been a tough season for the Hawkeyes, but they are not giving up hope. If they can stay healthy, they have a chance to make it to the NCAA tournament. The Hawkeyes are not going to take the easy path, but they are determined to make the most of the opportunity that they have.

---
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The Hawkeye basketball team has been hit by injury after injury this season. The team has lost three players to injuries, and they are struggling to fill the void. It's been a tough season for the Hawkeyes, but they are not giving up hope. If they can stay healthy, they have a chance to make it to the NCAA tournament. The Hawkeyes are not going to take the easy path, but they are determined to make the most of the opportunity that they have. **Hawks snare fourth Midlands, bow to ISU**

**BY ROGER THOMSON**

With just a week until the Iowa Basketball season opens, the Hawkeye coaches are optimistic about the upcoming season. They believe that the team has the talent and experience to compete for a Big Ten title, but they also know that there will be challenges along the way. The Hawkeyes have a tough schedule ahead of them, but they are ready to face the challenge head-on. If they can stay healthy, they have a chance to make it to the NCAA tournament. The Hawkeyes are not going to take the easy path, but they are determined to make the most of the opportunity that they have.
The NCAA football split is imminent. The NCAA will begin the Miami University, draw up plans to split its football schedule into two halves. The plans are to be presented to the NCAA at its next meeting in March. The split would be divided into two parts: a regular season and a championship season. The regular season would be eight games, and the championship season would be six games. The split would be enforced by the NCAA and the Atlantic Coast Conference. The NCAA has been discussing the possibility of a split for several months. The split would be the first major change in NCAA football since the inception of the Bowl System in 1935. The NCAA has been trying to find a way to increase the number of games played by its member schools, but the split is the only option that has emerged. The split would be enforced by the NCAA and the Atlantic Coast Conference. The NCAA has been discussing the possibility of a split for several months. The split would be enforced by the NCAA and the Atlantic Coast Conference. The NCAA has been discussing the possibility of a split for several months. The split would be enforced by the NCAA and the Atlantic Coast Conference.
William Clay Ford said when he introduced Knox Wednesday that he was named coach of the Carroll Rosenbloom Lions new coach — new approach

"I asked Knox to take the time to sit down and talk to Buffalo and about a month ago Knox said he was interested in coming to Buffalo," Ford said.

"He said he had felt the need to do this, and that he was interested in coming to Buffalo," Ford said. "I think that's a good move for Knox and one that will be good for the Lions."
The Spartans' starting lineup — Woodson, like East Lansing bubbling with Keiser — and combine them Americans Vincent were both prep year. "Mag iC" and Ray Tolbert are playing like most of last season — guys like Hat and sophomores. The freshmen new way to win . Sophomore phenomenon Mike Americans pair Coaches beave PII' tB-Tile o.ny

Although Heath coote thrilled of — that their two already somewhat of a leg end — the big name this year. In undefeated seasons, Coach El don MUler talks like a

And believe me, we're going to

when he sprained his ankle in

year, and high school AA Americans Re Page, Carter Page, 64 (Jim Smith) and Bill Berth Williams are waiting as times with simplification this year. If he looks at a leBan­in­sistencia — in­troduces nu­merous feet and — and — and — and —
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The people of the theatre world are stripped bare in "Stage Fright," Hitchcock manoeuvres innocent Jane Wyman into helping Richard Todd (who did not understand the husbands of actress Marlene Dietrich.

Alfred Hitchcock Stage Fright 1950

The New Year off right

With Grand Daddy's...

The Midwest's Finest Discos.

For your Next Kegger Call

The Kegger

354-4424 or 338-9383

Take a friend to lunch.

11:00 - 3:00

"Double Overtime" (Reuben)

"Medley Relay" (Submarine)

plus entire selection from our menu

BACK TO SCHOOL PARTY
THURSDAY, JANUARY 12
$1 Pitchers

Start the New Year off right

With Grand Daddy's...

The Midwest's Finest Discos.

Cagers in tourney bid

The Iowa women's basketball team will open its "second season" tonight when it meets Central Missouri State at 6:30 at the State Coliseum.

Date: 01/10/1977

"Double Overtime" is a tourney bid.

Allied Discos

905 E. Burlington
Newest Disco
In Town!
British exhibit shows fun with laser beams

London (UPI) - Laser may or may not be the light of the future, but the Academy of Art demonstrated Wednesday that they certainly are fun.

"Light Parade," the academy's second exhibition in which laser is the main ingredient, fills a ground floor gallery along W. 29th and covers walls with shifting patterns from10-foot-high slides.

Appropriately, the futuristic image shows C3PO and R2D2, the robots from Star Wars, Photographed: models of the movie's spaceships also are on view.

But the main feature are holograms, those seemingly solid-like pictures which can be viewed all three dimensions on a flat surface.

One public show for the first time are holographic holograms made with "pixel lasers." Three stop action in its tracks. The show's most appealing feature is a hologram slide show in which images float magically in space between the viewer and demonstration are holograms of the academy's second exhibition in the catalog. The show's most appealing feature is a hologram slide show in which images float magically in space between the viewer and demonstration are holograms of the academy's second exhibition in the catalog.
2 oil tankers, barges 'hit' Atlantic Coast

By Ronald Presley International

A U.S. Coast guard boss Wednesdayeldig of at least 200,000 barrels of gasoline that had spilled into an area several miles off the coast of New Jersey. Another barge and two oil tankers were reported in trouble in the area.

Califano: Kids smoking

WASHINGTON (UPI) - Much of the new federal anti-smoking efforts, Califano said, will involve parental efforts. "We'll do what we can here," Califano said. "But parents have to be on top of things."

Spatz species of water fowl, to remove about 50,000 gallons of on Island Sound. Another barge and the day. .

Pile At the mouth of the Delaware Bay with 50,000 barrels of crude oil. The Coast Guard said there was no danger of an oil spill of damage to the area. At the study buddy 112 miles west of Cape May.

Cousin plans

At Havre De Grace, Md., the Coast Guard plans to pump the ``Hotshot'' when we were heating oil tanker aground in the area. Blanchard said no oil was leaking from the tanker.

Donald Middleton, regional director of the

Carter said the president still plans to pump the one million gallons of on the Atlantic coast. He said the president will not visit the area.

One papa named Beedie~' when we were younger, we used to call the harbor channel. I have no idea how he got it."

In aid of that effort, he said, "Because smoking is one of the most alarming developments since the surgeon general's first report in 1964."

The "Hotshot" was left aground in the area. Blanchard said no oil was leaking from the tanker.

``Hotshot'' when we were heating oil tanker aground in the area. Blanchard said no oil was leaking from the tanker.
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December jobless rate lower than predicted

WASHINGTON (UPI) - Unemployment fell in the last week of 1977 to 5.1 percent in the nation's labor force, the lowest level in more than two years, Labor Department officials said Thursday.

A record 7.8 million of all Americans were in the labor force in December, the result of a rapid buildup in the seasonally adjusted civilian labor force between November and December, the Labor Department said.

Seasonally adjusted employment fell from 81.4 million in November to 81.1 million in December, a drop of 300,000.

The unemployment rate was 5.1 percent in December, the Labor Department reported.

This compared with 5.2 percent in November, 5.8 percent in October and 6.1 percent in September.

Economist Thomas F. PKriska, chief of the Department's labor statistics bureau, said the trend was "very encouraging." He forecast that unemployment would continue to fall, probably below 5 percent by the end of 1978.

Economist Paul B. Revere, chief of the Department's labor statistics bureau, said the trend was "very encouraging." He forecast that unemployment would continue to fall, probably below 5 percent by the end of 1978.

The unemployment rate was down from 5.2 percent in November, 5.8 percent in October and 6.1 percent in September.

According to the Labor Department, the economic recovery in the United States has been "strong and broad-based." The recovery has been characterized by "a steady increase in employment and income, a decline in unemployment, and a rise in real personal income."
37¢ PLANTER POLE
Like pole lamp — holds plants instead of lights. Adjustable. Planter, plants, net 90¢

PRESTO® FRY BABY® DEEP FRYER
Deep-Fried 160 Earnings of potatoes, chicken, etc., as in cakes. Strong to even heat. Snap-on colored cap.

BIC VALUE PACK PENS
Includes 2 Reg. Bic Pens and 1 Fine Point

REG. 15.95
Norelco 40 Watt Flourescent Lamp Tubes

PRESTO® FRYER DEEP 3 Qt.
With all-Welcome. 1120-101, 18"DX30"WX55"H. 59¢23

PYREX
Reg. 3.99
3 Qt. Utility Baking Dish no. 233

MEAD ENVELOPES
Standard Size 3½" x 6½"
100 Count Business Size 4¼" x 8½"
50 Count

Reg. 99¢
HAMILTON BEACH DOUBLE MAC FAST COOKER
Cooks two burgers or sandwiches in a jiffy

Reg. 89¢
BRIGHT STIK 99¢
Pot floor lamp lighting anywhere without necesssity for turnkey or wiring. FRED NIX

Reg. 18.88
Mead Envelopes
20 Pcs. Set
Corelle Livingware

Health combination portable and sockets tool 80-ounces warning. Better operated mobile.

INDUSTRIAL SHELVING UNIT
This heavy-duty unit also provides extra storage space in garage, basement workshop. "W" post. "W" mark square braces. Fully adjustable shelves. Overall shelves with rolled edges for added strength and safety. Exceeds estimate. 12'0"x4'0"x5'10" H. 3943

VALVOLINE MOTOR OIL
24 Case in Case Lots

REG. 79¢
COAT TEST

Reg. 1.19
Quaker Maid Windshield Washer Solvent

REG. 17.95
Rival 5 QT CROCK POT
Removable Liner

Reg. 10.99
HAMILTON BEACH LITTLE MAC
FAST COOKER
A while cooking a burger or sandwich in a hurry

Reg. 2.69
MASTER COMBINATION PADLOCK
A super security padlock with hardened steel shackles.

Reg. 99¢
Rival 4 Pak Ray-O-Vac or Eveready General Purpose Batteries

Reg. 13.95
KIDDE FIRE Extinguisher
Rated 1A 10BC for use in putting out all classes of home fires - wood, grease, electrical. HY 10

Reg. 2.99/GALLON
Tru-Test Antifreeze

Reg. 39¢
GENEAL ELECTRIC AM-FM DIGITAL CLOCK RADIO
Wake to music or alarm Sleep switch

Reg. 79¢
Quaker Maid Windshield Washer Solvent

Reg. 18.88
HAMPTON BAY PLANETARY™ 10 DAY EVENT ENDS Jan. 22
FREE DELIVERY AND PACKAGE MAILING SERVICE

1 GALLON

Reg. 79¢
16 KEY SALE
See key at regular price. This price is for a pack of 16 and case. Fan does plus extra key in our key Department.

Reg. 79¢
80¢
2 KEYS

Reg. 88¢
HAMILTON BEACH FAST FRANK Hot Dog Cooker
Cook 6 Franka in 1 minute

Reg. 1.49
BIC BUTANE LIGHTER with FREE PEN

Reg. 88¢
Angelo SWAG LAMP HOOKS

Reg. 57¢/Q.T
Valvoline Motor Oil

Reg. 74.95
Hoover CONVERTIBLE VACUUM
Hoover beat as it sweeps, as it cleans: Model U4095

Reg. 99¢
Rival 12.99
FAST FRANK Hot Dog Cooker
Cook 6 Franka in 1 minute

Reg. 36.99
General Electric AM-FM DIGITAL CLOCK RADIO
Wake to music or alarm Sleep switch

Reg. 27.95
TIMEX
BEST SELLING WATCHES
IN THE U.S.A.

Reg. 22.99
MBAHONY A DONUT MAKER
COMMERICAL-SIZE DONUTS!

Reg. 49.88
Genuine Hoover Bags
Up quant. #12506, Dali-A-Matic #13377, Camelot #13807, Hand Vac #16446 & 16446
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DOWNTOWN
207 E. Washington St.
Mon. & Thurs. 9-9
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Fri. & Sat. 9-5
354-1167

EASTSIDE
1558 Mall Dr.
Mon.-Fri. 8 - 9
Sat. 8 - 5
Sun. 10 - 4
354-1143

CORALVILLE
208 1st Ave.
Mon. - Fri. 8 - 9
Sat. 8 - 5
Sun. 10 - 4
354-4111
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